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Moggery Diary 

July 1st 

Our stable kittens have used their litter tray from the first night. They had never been 
inside a house or seen a tray, but they were instinctively clean. 

Each volunteer takes a turn to stroke them until they spit. (Usually 4 strokes). Taming will 
take both patience and persistence. 

July 3rd 

Volunteer Anthony travelled to a village near FROME to bring in our next batch of stable 
kittens who also arrived spitting and terrified. 

As we are halfway through the year I’m changing our theme from company names to ice 
cream flavours, so the tiny black and white kittens are now TUTTI, FRUTTI and PISTACHIO. 

Fortunately, great progress has been made with our first stable kits and only one spits 
when stroked now, the other three are resigned to being handled. Purring comes next. 

Admitted a mostly white cat with tortie specks on her face and tail. VANILLA was turned 
out by relatives after her owner died but the neighbour who brought her to us explained 
she was only being kept as a money maker by her owner who had sold at least eight of her 
litters. 

Needless to say, her spaying has been booked for the earliest date I could obtain, 
Wednesday 7th. 

After recovering we will find her a lovely caring home for the rest of her days. 

July 5th 
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I risked putting RIGBY one of the older stable kittens on my lap, held her firmly and 
stroked her. As I tickled her ears she leaned towards my hand – she was enjoying the 
attention. (I realised she was a girl, so I’ve added ELEANOR to her name). 

 

July 6th 

Admitted two adult tabby brothers who were being advertised FREE on Facebook with the 
words “must be gone today”. 

RUM and RAISIN were installed with BURBERRY as their roommate. (He welcomes all 
newcomers and has stopped biting the volunteers!) 

“My friend asked me to look after her cat for three days but that was three months ago. 
She’s not coming back, and my own cats won’t tolerate her” 

A nervous spotted tabby arrived a few hours later. PAVLOVA will also be spayed next 
week. I’ve lost count of the callers whose friends have asked them to cat sit for a few days 
and then never return to collect them – some of these ‘friends’ even change their mobiles 
to avoid being traced. 



 

While working with our newest stable kittens this morning one jumped on the side of my 
head and slipped. I just had time to clean off the blood before a cameraman arrived from 
the local BBC studios to interview me regarding the government’s plan to make cat 
identichipping compulsory in the new Animal Welfare Bill. 

I explained that chipping combined with neutering would prevent stealing as the thieves 
could not breed from or easily sell on any pets stolen. 

I kept ELEANOR RIGBY on my lap for the interview. (She had been combed before her close 
up). 

July 7th 

I’m absolutely devastated, VANILLA went off to be spayed this morning and the vet rang to 
say on examining her that she could feel formed kittens. The poor cat is only a short way 
away from giving birth again! 

VANILLA had been used as a money maker by her deceased owner and I’m deeply 
saddened she will now have to endure yet another birth. 

July 8th 

Two little dark tortie wild kittens arrived from a farm in BLAGDON (a village outside 
Bristol). They are currently little Tasmanian Devils, and I can only risk handling them 
wearing thick gauntlets. Hopefully, as they only appear to be about 7 weeks, taming 
shouldn’t take too long for PEACH and MELBA. 



 

I loaned a trap and a crush cage for their mother to be caught and spayed. She will live her 
life out on the farm with ducks and a rescued blind Llama for company! 

July 9th 

“Please can you help; we have three elderly female cats who are being bullied by two stray 
unneutered males in our street” 

I asked the caller to establish a regular feeding routine in the street and then come and 
collect traps to catch them. I’ll open an account at their local vets to process them. 

This is a recurring problem. So many male cat owners don’t bother neutering their pets 
and the cats just wander off looking for females, causing havoc and huge vet bills for the 
owners of the cats they attack. 

July 10th 

We have had our first ‘Works Outing’ for two years. The volunteers met in a café in 
Gloucester Road to enable the new people to meet the ‘oldies’. 

Although we had to sit at separate tables, we visited each other and swapped places at 
half time. 

I began our ‘Works Outings’ many years ago to enable our morning people to meet the 
evening shifts and Weekday volunteers to meet our Weekend workers. 



Hopefully we can now return to meeting regularly during the year. 

July 11th 

ELEANOR RIGBY is still spitting when picked up but after a few minutes she remembers she 
likes being stroked and starts purring. 

 

Her brothers and sister are taking longer to become tame and will need a lot more regular 
handling by volunteers who learn not to ‘jump’ when spitting commences! 

July 12th 

“Please can you help as all the local rescues are still closed because of Covid” 

This caller from the RHONDDA VALLEY needed a black 10-year-old male and an 8-year-old 
ginger female taken in following their OAP owner’s death. I arranged to admit them when 
their house is being sold in two weeks. 

July 13th 

“We kept one of our cats’ kittens and now she is 6 months she will not let her mother in 
the house”. 

I arranged to receive the unspayed mother cat on Thursday and booked her in promptly 
for spaying on Friday and arranged a prospective home to view on Saturday. 



I hope all goes to plan! 

July 14th 

“My granddaughter has become very nervous during lockdown, almost agoraphobic. 
Could she help out as a volunteer to get her confidence back?” 

Very awkward situation this, as the girl was under 18 and therefore hasn’t had even had 
her first Covid Vax. She could be a threat to my volunteers who have serious health 
problems. 

I thought of a compromise. If the granddaughter came between 2 and 3 pm in the 
afternoon my morning volunteers would have left, and I would be alone in H/Q. 

The girl could then help with socialising the increasing number of ‘wildies’ we have. 

July 15th 

A caller from a rural area near TAUNTON rang asking for a pair of feral cats to live in her 
barn. She assured me they would be fed regularly. 

This is wonderful, we now have 3 prospective homes for wild pairs. 

Every effort is made to tame wild cats or kittens admitted but sometimes we fail, and, in 
those cases, they are neutered and sent in pairs to homes that guarantee regular feeding. 

These days it is usually a family that have ‘escaped to the country’ and have a townies 
attitude towards animals. 

July 16th 

MOET is now going out in the garden in her new home which has a wild area left for the 
cats. She’s having fun chasing frogs! 

 



July 17th 

Sweet natured MIVVI left to live with a young couple as their first cat. This small tortie 
came into H/Q because she was being terrorised by the family’s small children. She now 
has a quiet home. 

July 18th 

I’ve had a spate of ‘lost cat’ ‘phone calls. I’ve been advising each caller to check their 
neighbour’s sheds and greenhouses as nosy cats are now being locked in as the country 
returns to having holidays. 

July 19th 

Stable kitten ELEANOR RIGBY needs reminding each morning that she is now tame. She 
spits as you pick her up then enjoys being cuddled.  

July 20th 

“There’s a trapped injured seagull in our factory” 

Gave this caller the RSPCA emergency number as we don’t have specialist cutting 
equipment. (Okay, so we are also a cat rescue – but that’s beside the point) 

July 23rd 

Admitted 3 cats from a local woman who is moving to a flat where pets are not allowed. 
Unfortunately, the tortie female and the black and white female are both 12 years old and 
will be very difficult to home. 

The very handsome ginger boy is only 5 years and friendly, his chances are more hopeful, 
except ginger cats are the Marmites of the cat population – people either love or hate 
them. 

July 24th 

Amazingly both black and white VIENNETTA and her sister tortie SORBET were chosen 
today. VIENNETTA went to a family living near Bristol Airport who asked for an older cat to 
join their other OAP girls, and SORBET went to a retired lady from HENLEAZE who has 
been a long-term supporter of The Moggery. 

I read through our GOOD HOMES list and sadly all the families wanting an adult have 
specified ‘NO GINGERS’ so ROCKY ROAD will be in H/Q for the foreseeable future. 



 

July 25th 

TOYOTA was featured today on ITV’s ROMAN & MARTINS WEEKEND BEST. Each 
programme different rescues are invited to feature ‘hard to home’ pets. I have chosen 
TOYOTA because he isn’t young and pretty and has a grubby face only a mother could 
love. 

We shall see if anyone ‘phones for him! 

July 26th 

Nope – nobody rang for TOYOTA. However, a Cardiac Nurse liked the sound of a grubby, 
older cat when she rang H/Q, she visited, and TOYOTA loved her on sight. TOYOTA now 
GATSBY is sleeping on his new Mums bed and has his paws under the table. 



 

July 27th 

VANILLA hasn’t had her babies yet. She must be waiting for the cooler weather. 

July 28th 

The plumber cut the flooring under the sink in the attic wet room to find the origin of the 
leak. After a split pipe was detected and replaced, a hole in the floorboards remained and 
therefore the wet room door was kept tightly shut to prevent nosy cats checking out the 
hole. 

However, one evening as I was leaving H/Q I noticed the door ajar and one of the cats in 
the KK was missing. 

Last night I left a dish of food by the hole and this morning the dish was empty. The 
missing cat must be living between the attic floor and the first-floor ceiling, so now a trap 
has been set by the sink. 

July 29th 

Good news! The missing black cat was caught in the trap and is now back in the KK after 
her ‘under the floor’ adventure. 



This evening our three cats from QATAR arrived, GINGER, HAMZA (meaning lion) tabby 
ZAHRA (flower) and JAMIL (beautiful soul) were flown into Heathrow this morning and 
brought by a pet courier service to BRISTOL. 

HAMZA has a cloudy eye due to a severe eye infection when found on a street in DOHA. 
JAMIL had to have a hind leg amputated due to an infected wound, but ZAHRA is 100%! 

All three are between one and eighteen months and described as friendly. 

 

 

 



 

July 30th 

ZAHRA is purring and climbing on laps already and hopefully the boys will be confident 
once they realise, they are back on ‘dry land’. 

 



VANILLA has still not given birth and when she lies on her side, I can see lumps appearing 
and disappearing – I think her babies are changing places on the hour every hour. 

July 31st 

ZAFIRA and ELEANOR RIGBY were viewed today but not chosen. Hopefully suitable loving 
homes will be found soon for shy ZAFIRA and ex-stable kitten ELEANOR. 

I had been asked to admit a young black and white female today. When she didn’t arrive 
at lunchtime, I had a call to say she was missing. Sadly, the owner had left her cat with a 
relative who had let the indoor cat out and lost her. 

On the way home tonight, I went to the road she was missing from and knocked on the 
door of a local animal lover. I described the cat, who had been wearing a red shiny collar 
and it was one of the strays the animal lover was feeding! 

Using a bag of cat treats the feeder called down her garden and the missing cat appeared, 
was bundled into the house and into my waiting cat basket. I spotted a little tabby kitten 
in the kitchen which had been obtained from a friend locally ‘to help her out’. Her friends’ 
cat was having kittens, so I asked the location of the friend to offer spaying help. 

My heart sank when I was given the address as I had neutered cats in that household last 
year. 

I hope I can persuade the residents to either give the mother cat to me for spaying and 
rehoming or at least cooperate with spaying arrangements. 

Meanwhile I also agreed to spay the little tabby kitten in two months’ time. 

Dealing with one problem almost always leads to knowledge of a second or even third 
future problem. 

 

Lovely Maybelline now Ivy with her new family. 



 

Britney enjoying the sunshine. 

 


